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DISCLAIMER
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by the task partners from EAGE. They
are subject to review and modifications.
We have undertaken a series of measures to comply with the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) effective on May 25-2018, however, please notify us immediately if you observe noncompliance with the GDPR and IPRs listed in the Consortium Agreement. The content of this
document is also the sole responsibility of the Smart Exploration consortium and does not commit
the European Commission nor reflects its views. Smart Exploration consortium as neither a whole
including the advisory board members nor the individual partners that implicitly or explicitly
participated in the creation of this document holds any liability that might occur as a result of using
its content.
Smart Exploration has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No. 775971.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Smart Exploration is an ambitious project with ambitious objectives. To ensure all the relevant
stakeholders and end-users can benefit from the results and achievements of this project, Work
Package 6 has been structured with a co-design approach in a strategic manner.
The overall objectives of the Work Package 6 that this work is done within are:
• To ensure the project results are communicated to a wider targeted audience, and among
relevant partners, stakeholders and end-users,
• To market and exploit the project outcomes,
• To change the mindset in the field,
• To raise understanding and acceptance among the targeted stakeholders.
With these objectives in mind, a number of tasks have been carried out to highlight and exploit the
outcomes and to raise understanding and acceptance among the targeted stakeholders as shown
in the timeline in Table 1.
Table 1. WP6 timeline that is currently being followed in the project.

In this document, the consortium reports the activities carried out in order to achieve its goals
under WP6 from December 2018 and till November 2020. We invite readers to follow the project
websites and social media channels for detailed documents to keep this document concise.
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2. THE PLAN FOR EXPLOITATION AND DISSEMINATION OF
RESULTS (PEDR)
The PEDR has been the main tool/document to ensure that the results of the Smart Exploration
project are communicated at a wide scale among relevant partners, stakeholders, end-users, and
for public awareness.
The PEDR was a living document strategically designed through dedicated discussions and
workshops. The key pillar to the dissemination strategy is to “communicate with a purpose” rather
than making a noise. The project has identified different ways/tools and different types of language
to communicate different stakeholders rather than communicating “one fixed message”.
As the project progresses necessary modifications are being made to the PEDR to fit the needs of
the project. Further details and methods for PEDR can also be found in the previous open to public
deliverables.
- PEDR first draft:
D23 (28 February 2018)
- PEDR first update:
D25 (31 May 2019)
- PEDR second update: D26 (30 November 2020)

3.

BRANDING

Smart Exploration branding was created at an early stage of the project to establish a project identity
that is easily recognizable and to be used throughout the project. D27 dated 3 December 2018 lists
the branding items in detail. In addition to those created earlier two new but clever items were
designed and distributed among the project partners to make sure that the project is recognizable
and finds its own identity through major events and conferences even beyond project lifespan.
3.1. Project pins
The project members participate annually at several events, conferences and exhibitions worldwide,
which are excellent opportunities to present project results and engage with relevant end-users. In
order to increase the visibility of the project, a project pin (Figure 1) has been created, which also
enables stakeholders to easily identify project representatives during these events.

Figure 1. Project pins distributed among project participants for promotional and better identification
purposes
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3.2. Project frequently asked questions (FAQs)
The project has prepared FAQs in several project languages for the public audience and published
on the project website. The motivation for this document is to increase awareness within the local
communities where the project is operating. The English version (Annex I) is also used at various
events for promoting the project alongside the project flyer.

4.

WEBSITE

The dedicated project website had gone live at the early stages of the project,
https://smartexploration.eu, and served as an information platform. The website had been updated
on a regular basis which enabled dissemination of information to the targeted audience, and made
relevant information, such as project partners, objectives, validation sites, publications and
deliverables, easily accessible.
Website visitor statistics in the figures below show the growth in website’s traffic and reach to the
external world. An observation on the peaks reflect where major activities were reported in the
website highlighting how the project is followed by its stakeholders. In general, the field activities
and external engagements such as conferences, workshops created peaks of the website visits. This
finding illustrates most visitors are interested in real actions and follow the project when new data
are acquired or new technologies are tested and results are presented at major events.

Figure 2. Website Statistics (Source: Smart Exploration’s website Jetpack-WordPress plugins) illustrating
peak periods which correspond with the validation field works and conferences.
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Figure 3. Website traffic over 3 years (Dec2017-Nov2020)

Figure 4. Website visitor’s growth per month between Dec2017-Nov2020
It is a desire of the project management to keep the website up-to-date and running with the upcoming
final results from the project and ensure that the website remains live post-project as a source of
information and for exploiting the project results beyond the project’s life.

5.

SOCIAL MEDIA

To increase the project's reach, two specific media channels, Twitter and LinkedIn, had been actively
used from the beginning of the project till the end. Via these media channels, the project informed
its followers about the project activities in a systematic manner. Regular social media campaigns
were designed around the field works and events or when new items were added to the project
such as publications, video clips, news etc.
The project also used social media channels to share relevant information outside the project work
with its followers for instance 3rd party articles, news and videos relevant to the sector. By this
method, the project kept the social media channels interesting to follow and increase further
awareness in mineral exploration and news around this.
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The project preferred a specific style of communication in its posts in order to nurture responses
from its followers and create discussions with “two-way interaction” technique rather than one-way
reporting. With this motto, the polls were used to interact with the followers and the results of the
polls were used in designing further engagements and also provided information on specific topics.
Thus, social media has been a great tool not only to communicate the results but also receive
information from the community.

5.1. Twitter (@SmartExplore)
The project has currently 289 followers on Twitter platform (Figure 5), which is more than doubled
compared to December 2018 (113 followers). We think Twitter is not used as a main technical
platform to reach project’s key stakeholders (e.g. business) and there are other choices for technical
projects. However, given the style of twitter and how much is used by various organizations and
stakeholders, we have maintained our foot in this channel throughout the project with important
highlights.

Figure 5. A snapshot of the project Twitter account information (November 2020).

5.2. LinkedIn (Smart Exploration)
The project had used “LinkedIn” as one of the key platforms to connect with its end-users since
LinkedIn is the place where businesses engage and the perfect place for online marketing.
Therefore, a significant amount of focus had been dedicated to the LinkedIn platform.
The project steadily grew in the number of followers (currently more than 2200) and visitors.
Statistics below show clear indication that the project reached its stakeholders and end-users in the
mineral exploration industry worldwide. Given its technical approach it is not unexpected that the
majority of the followers are linked to the raw material sectors (Figure 6). Even though many
followers are from the mining industry, the project also attracts great interest from the energy
industry reaching the “cross discipline target” to present its solutions.
Deliverable D29 (D6.7)
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Figure 6. LinkedIn follower demographics for different sectors (Source: LinkedIn Analytics).

It is also interesting to note that the vast majority of the followers are from regions where mining
and mineral exploration activities are significant such as in Australia, South Africa, Europe and
Canada (Figure 7). This clearly shows that the project is followed by international as well as
regional players.

Figure 7. LinkedIn follower demographics for geographical location (Source: LinkedIn Analytics).

6.

VIDEOS

The project management believes that videos are important tools of dissemination that are longlasting. Throughout the project work, the different aspects of the project with the prototypes, new
methodologies, test sites and partners are presented in short videos addressing different types of
audiences with different key messages.
The videos are published on the project's YouTube channel and its social media accounts. Many videos
have been released on the YouTube channel and more will be published after the final conference. A
focus has so far been on our Young Professionals with a series of Rapid-Fire talks (3 minutes) that
have attracted many visitors and the style these presentations have been given. Mine documentary
series also attracted interest only from the technical community but also from the public (NevesDeliverable D29 (D6.7)
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Corvo & Ludvika Mines). The prototype series with clear marketing purpose have been another great
example of how to introduce smart solutions to the market.
6.1. Promotional videos
The promotional videos are produced in order to reach wider audiences including the public without
being too technical. It usually contains footage demonstrating some technical work with social
aspects. The project has designed “Public Engagement” and “Test Sites” documentaries (yet to be
released). Example videos are listed below;
6.1.1. Project Introduction: https://youtu.be/SQqMJJ_9CPI
6.1.2. School Visits: https://youtu.be/cXYkCiAvBP8
6.1.3. Boot Camp: https://youtu.be/AnqFO10xmOc
6.1.4. E-Vib in-mines: https://youtu.be/ofRCGlNe0b8
6.1.5. HTEM test flight: https://youtu.be/4Aq_IaDB9q0
6.2. Technical videos
The technical videos are good examples of exploiting technical achievements for technical groups.
Different series have been designed: “Rapid-Fire Talks”, “Innovative Posters”, “Conference
Presentations” and is being released in a scheduled timeline. Nine out of 12 Rapid-Fire Talks have
been released and the next series of technical videos will be on Innovative poster presentations
alongside Conference presentations. Examples are listed below.
6.2.1.
6.2.2.
6.2.3.
6.2.4.
6.2.5.

7.

Rapid-Fire Talks example: https://youtu.be/UGcdr3kLd6I
E-Vib validation in the Neves-Corvo mine: https://youtu.be/2voaUcKuk7Q
Synchronized wireless receivers the Neves-Corvo: https://youtu.be/bBYwLLZimIs
Harvesting seismic data in the field: https://youtu.be/6D39Pcc-IXY
Prototypes: https://youtu.be/VqpsLCaNBp0

EVENTS

High level events had been selected by project representatives to promote the project results in
different formats such as technical presentations, workshops, participation or exhibition booths.
The project has particularly targeted technical events in order to reach its end-users and for its
business approach. The full list of events that we have participated in can be found here: website.
As captured at the project's internal reporting, more than 1500 individuals have been reached
worldwide through various events where Smart Exploration project and its partners were present.

8.

ARTICLES/PUBLICATIONS

The project partners had been publishing several technical articles since the beginning of the
project. More than 20 peer-reviewed articles have been published and their full list and
downloadable links can be found on the project website.
In addition to these articles, the project group coordinated three special issues on “Legacy Data,
(August 2019)”, “Smart Exploration Prototypes (August 2020)” and “Smart Exploration
Methodologies (January 2021)” for First Break magazine published by the project group. The First
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Break magazines circulated more than 20,000 contacts be EAGE working in the mining and energy
industry with interest in new developments in the business.

9.

POPULAR NEWS & CIVIL SOCIETY ENGAGEMENT

The project gave a great importance to public outreach. Throughout the project activities, the
project team created opportunities and organized dedicated sessions to engage with the local
communities. Specially designed flyers were distributed among the local communities, press
releases were sent to local and international media channels, town hall sessions and open houses
were organized in different project sites. Detailed reports, demonstrating the work done in this
section, were given in D:33 Project Dissemination and Civil Society Activities (May 2019) and D34:
Popular local news on project achievements (November 2020). More activities in conjunction with
the project fieldworks are planned for Greece and Kosovo sites.

Prepared by Asli Onar-Verboon and Caterina Fantoni
November 30, 2020
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10. ANNEX 1
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